of sources, including online,”
she said.
“The Department of Health
and Ageing is committed to consumers having the information
they need to give fully informed
consent prior to signing up.
“As part of an application, a
consumer makes a declaration
that they have read the essential
information.”
As of last week, 691,641 people
were registered in the PCEHR system along with 4941 healthcare
organisations.
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of government, not patients”.
“Patients demand a careful
balance between their rights to
privacy and the government’s
insatiable desire to collect, control
and exploit personal data,” the
APF said yet.
“The department has mounted
an expensive advertising campaign and published many ‘fact
sheets’... but these are incomplete
and seriously misleading.
“They fail to properly inform,
and hence people are being
inveigled into consenting to

Cocoa could help stave off cognitive decline
EMMA SORENSEN

AN APPLE a day keeps the doctor
away but two hot chocolates a day
could help fight cognitive decline
in older people, according to a
study published in Neurology.
US researchers recruited 60
people without dementia over the
age of 73.
They drank two cups of hot
cocoa per day for 30 days (either

high or low in the antioxidant
flavanol) and underwent ultrasounds measuring blood flow to
the brain as well as undertaking
thinking skills tests to measure
neurovascular coupling (NVC).
NVC, or functional hyperaemia,
is the close functional and spatial
relationship between neuronal
activity and cerebral blood flow.
While 18 of the participants
had impaired blood flow at the
beginning, throughout the study

they showed an 8.3% improvement in blood flow to the working areas of the brain. They also
improved their scores on memory
tests, the researchers said.
Those with regular blood flow
at the start of the study showed no
improvement in either blood flow
or tests and there were no differences between the flavanol groups.
Researchers concluded that
NVC is modifiable, that there is a
strong correlation between NVC

and cognitive function, and that
both can be improved by regular
cocoa consumption in individuals
with baseline impairments.
While the authors say their
findings are restricted to an
elderly cohort with vascular disease, cocoa consumption resulted
in higher NVC, better cognitive
function and greater cerebral
white matter structural integrity.
An accompanying editorial
argued that while more work is

needed to prove a causative link
between cocoa, blood flow problems and cognitive decline, cocoa
consumption may be a strategy to
minimise cerebral vascular pathology in neurodegenerative disorders,
regardless of its flavanol content.
The study is also notable for highlighting the “remarkable potential”
for transcranial Doppler ultrasonography to be used as a biomarker for
cerebral vascular pathology.
Neurology 81, 3 Sept 2013

CATHERINE HANRAHAN

A LARGE US study has linked
induced and augmented childbirth
to the development of autism.
The study of 600,000 births in
North Carolina between 1990 and
1998 showed that children whose
mothers were both induced and
augmented had 27% higher
odds of being diagnosed with
the condition.
Children whose mothers were
induced had 13% increased odds
of having autism. For women who
had an augmented labour, the
odds of their child having autism
were 16% greater.

The association was
stronger in boys.
Those whose mothers
were both induced and augmented had 35% higher odds
of having autism.
In girls, augmentation only
was associated with 18%
increased odds of autism. But
combined induction and augmentation, or induction only was
not associated with higher
odds of autism.
When represented as a population-attributable risk, if male
children exposed to induction
and/or augmentation were theoretically unexposed, two of 1000
children would no longer have a

positive autism diagnosis.
The authors said one explanation for the link between induction
and augmentation and autism
was through exposure to exogenous oxytocin.
“An estimated 50% to 70%
of women who undergo labour
induction receive exogenous
oxytocin, a suggested contributor
to the development of autism,”
they said.
The data was adjusted for
maternal age, education, comorbidities and complications including breech presentation, fetal
distress and febrile status, as well
as the child’s birth year.,
JAMA Pediatrics 2013; online 12 August
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